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AN ATTEMPT TO RECOVER THE PLANS
OF THE CASTLE OF LIVERPOOL FROM
AUTHENTIC RECORDS; CONSIDERED
IN CONNEXION WITH MEDI/EVAL
PRINCIPLES OF DEFENCE AND CONSTRUCTION.
By Edward W. Cox.
(Read 6di November, 1890.)

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEATURES AND BUILDINGS
OF THE CASTLE.
T TPON a rock}'knoll, washed by the Mersey on its
V_J western side, and cut off from the mainland on
the south and east by the tidal waters of the old Pool,
forming the estuary of a small stream falling from
the Moss Lake that lay in a fold of the Great Heath,
at the foot of the hills which environ the town on
the east, was built the Castle of Liverpool. The
rocky platform on which it stood sloped westward
towards the river, and was approached only from
the north. About the centre of the promontory,
and commanding its area and shores on every side,
the castle was set on the highest point, and was
defended by a ditch cut in the rock, varying from
30 to 40 feet in width, and from 24 to 30 feet in
depth. Beyond this ditch to the northward, earthworks were thrown across the peninsula, and from
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notices in early records of the herbage on these
defences, they seemed to have formed a line of
outworks surrounding the castle.
From the western side of the rock-cut ditch,
which formed the castle's second line of defence,
near the northern corner, an underground passage,
ten feet high, was cut in the rock down to the shore
of the Mersey, which still exists below the pavement of James Street, and was seen by the writer
when it was opened some thirty years since. At
the foot of this passage was a tower or bastion
(shewn on Leland's map, circa 1540) for the defence
of the entrance of the passage, but whether it was
coeval with the castle is uncertain. On the river
side, exactly on the eastern line of the present Back
Goree, was an ancient wharf, made of very large
blocks of yellow stone clamped with iron, which
when uncovered was seen by the writer when the
store of Messrs. Ihlers and Bell, at the bottom of
Moor Street, was rebuilt some years ago. By means
of the passage and the wharf, stores and troops
could be safely conveyed by sea into the castle, or
embarked for Scotland, Wales, or Ireland. Speaking of this quay: in the Liverpool Corporation
Muniments there is a deed (No. 12), dated 1465,
by which Charles Gelybrond and Elena his wife
grant to James Harebron the Mayor and Comonalty
of Liverpool certain lands in Garston, for the support of a Chaplain to serve in the Chapel of St.
Mary of the Key, or at the altar of St. Katherine
in the Chapel of St. Nicholas, or at the altar of
St. Mary in the same chapel. The passage to the
river could not have been used, as Seacombe suggests, to fill the moat with water, the levels not
admitting of it, though at high tides water might
enter the lower part.
From the lease of the castle by the Crown to the
Corporation of Liverpool in 1704, we gather that
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the site thereof contained on the whole 6,273 square
yards, and was bounded outside the castle ditch,
from the gate on the north side, by Castle Hill,
48^ yards ; on the west by Preeson's Row, 72^
yards; on the south by back of Castle, 81 yards;
on the east by a street leading to the Pool, 76 yards ;
from the north-east corner by a street leading to
Harrington Street (the remainder of the north side
up to the gate), 31^ yards. The measures outside
the walls are given on the plan in the Public Record
Office, viz. north side 51 yards, east side 49 yards,
south side 52 yards, and west side 46 yards. These
measures do not give details of the building, but
are run on direct lines including the buildings within
their area. Baines, in his History of Liverpool,
adds these latter dimensions together, divides the
sum of them by four, and then savs, " The castle
" had a square of 49^ yards inside ; " as if the
area had been equilateral.
The following, taken apparently from A Minute
Book of the Lancashire Lieutenancy, for the year
1663, printed in Gregson's Fragments relative to the
history of the County Palatine of Lancaster, 1824,
page 170*, is most important because the measurements given here confirm in numerous particulars
those of details of the castle given elsewhere. The
length of the various breaches recorded here, when
added to that of the towers and buildins left
standin,, tallies with what we know to have been
the total length of the different sides of the castle.
"A true Survey of the Castle of I.cvcrpoole. Leverpoole
" Castle, on the east syde the wall is 38 yards ; north syde the
" wall is 36 yards ; west syde the wall is 35 yards : and south
" syde the wall is 37 yards."

Here, in parentheses, Gregson inserts the words
"inside measure"; but he is mistaken : the measures are taken in a direct line from the point at
which the wall joins the towers, to the wall in the
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other face of the castle ; and these measures also
fall correctly into their places on the plan. The
report proceeds:
" A true and perfect account what parts of the Castle of
1 Leverpoole is demolished according to an order. The Gate' house, being the strongest part of the Castle, is pulled down
' 5 yards in height. One breadth, consisting of 18 yards, and not
' a yard and a halfc in height, left standing on the north syde on
' the Castle. One other breadth, consisting of 14 yards, not 4 feet
' high, left standing on the west syde of the said Castle. One
' other breadth, consisting of 9 yards and i foote, in the place
' whereof are built a slight pare of stairs for the passage of
' 2 upper roomes on the north syde of the said Castle. One
; other breadth, consisting of 7 yards and i foote, and not 4 foote
' high, on the south syde of the said Castle. Betwixt which
' 2 breadths to the inter wall is built a House, anil which in
' breadth is not above 8 yards, and that pulled down must
' likewise destroy the horse mill. On the east syde of the said
' Castle is built to the wall a slight timber Building, for Lodgingrooms and Stables. Two small Towers, about 10 foote square
' a peece, being much out of repayre. One little Dwelling-House,
'built by Birch, adjoyninge on the west syde the said Castle."

This diagram indicates, by the dotted lines
i to 4, the dilapidations
and breaches, of which
the measures are given
in the
Lieutenancy
Minute Book.
This S u r v e y has
greatly puzzled previous students of the
plans ; for at first sight
all these measures
appear to differ widely from those known to be
authentic. So far from this being really the case,
they prove, on careful analysis, to be most exact, and
enable us to recover some dimensions of the inner
buildings that could not have been otherwise ascertained. It has to be remembered that this was a
Survey of the dilapidations caused by the siege, which
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were confined to the curtain walls, for the towers
remained almost entire. The surveyor of 1663, therefore, measures the curtain walls from their junction
with the towers to the line of the next wall; and
deducting the measures of these from what we know
to have been the total length of each of the sides,
the difference represents the dimensions of the
towers and gateway, and confirms them exactly.
Further, he gives measures of the breaches made
by Colonel Birch in the curtain walls of the inner
court of the castle that connected the hall, the
keep, or great tower, and the gatehouse; also of two
breaches in the dividing wall between the courts,
which had exposed the strongest parts of the fortress and rendered it untenable, although the outer
walls of the first court and the towers were left
standing. By adding to the measures of these
breaches those of the features given by Gomme,
Prince Rupert's engineer in 1644, and in Ralph
Peters's picture, the plans become identical in
every particular, and we obtain the site and
measurement of an additional building, " the
"house" within the castle, which proves to be
a part of the original plan ; while the mention, in
1663, of the " inter wall," with the measures of
its breaches, and " the house" plainly indicate the
division of the castle area into two courts, to which
scheme the buildings adapt themselves exactly, nor
is it possible to reconcile their measures with any
other plan. The house thus indicated falls on the
centre line of the castle, and its measures are in
accord with the system of dominant numbers, which,
as I hope to show presently, guided the builders
of the castle. This building, used as the town
armoury as late as 1745, had an upper floor of two
rooms, reached, after the destruction of the wall,
from which it was originallv entered, by a temporary
wooden stair on the exterior.
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In 1708 we have the gatehouse spoken of as
sold to Seacombe. Also, in 1732, J. Finney gives
up a lease granted 1714 of tenement in the
gateway, with 3 yards frontage, evidently built in
the gate passage, which was 3 yards wide.
Having spoken of the general plan, let us now
endeavour to describe the castle buildings.
Approaching from the north along Castle Street,
and crossing the ditch by a causeway and bridge, the
barbican was first reached, thrown out from the front
of the gate-house almost a third of the length of the
causeway, and having an outer gate, well shown
by the more distant arch in a woodcut in the Binns
Collection in the Liverpool Free Library. On each
side of this was a low square tower, described in
the Survey of 1663 as " two small towers about
"ten foote square apeece " (which would be
nearly their inside measurement). Beyond this
was the massive, oblong gateway tower, 80 feet wide
by 40 feet deep, outside measure, with two nearly
semicircular attached towers flanking the entrance
gate. The stone arched entrance, which was
partly cut in the rock, was not at right angles
with the front of the gatehouse, but inclined to
the left, for defensive purposes, afterwards to be
noticed; and midway down it if the woodcut in
the Binns Collection is correct in its proper position, was a portcullis. Entering the first court,
the east curtain wall was on the left hand, and in
front was the south-east tower. This east wall was
quite unflanked externally by either tower or gate
house ; for being built on the higher side of the
natural rocky platform, probably much of its height
consisted of the scarped rock, which, with the wall,
rose sixty feet sheer from the bottom of the ditch,
and required no flanking defence. In a small woodcut given in Troughton's Liverpool, a horizontal
line in the shading seems to indicate the junction

Site of long stable.

G Inner sate. Between the inner and outer gates
vaulted passage, with portcullis.
H East curtain. H marks also probable site of
bakehouse and brewhouse.

KK Gatehouse.

I) Barbican and outer pate.
EK Square flanking towers to barbican.

A Entrance to causeway.
BBBB Ditch.
C Causeway over ditch.
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and private apartments and main staircase.

I Outer ward.
J South-east tower, called the " new tower."
K South curtain.
L The house covering the well, with two upper
rooms used as armoury.
M Gateway to inner ward.
N Chapel.
O Antechapel and screen.
P South-west tower, called the "prison tower";
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ZZZ Rock platform.

R Porcn of hall, with chaplain's room over.
S Way from butteries below kitchen.
T Kitchen.
U West postern, for supplies from river passage.
V Shed between hall and keep.
W Stairs (lede) to keep ; entrance to cellar below.
X Keep, called the " great tower."
Y Covered passage to chapel, called *' transsant."

Q The great hall, with vaulted substructure.

The Chapel.
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of the wall and the rock. The south-east tower,
instead of projecting" to flank this wall, is curiously
drawn inwards from the east, with the manifest
purpose of strengthening the defence of the outer
court should the gates be forced, the inclined line
of the entrance gate being drawn exactly upon the
centre of this tower.
Turning to the right, the dividing wall of the
inner court next appears, defended in the centre by
a square tower called " the house," against which
the horse mill was afterwards erected by Colonel
Fazakerley, of which Sir lulward Moore complains
bitterly in the Moore Rental as competing with the
town mills held by him. Beyond this, on the south,
was the gate to the inner court, having on its left
the apsidal end of the Chapel, a feature which, as
a ruin, long remained standing, and most likely
gave rise to the erroneous idea that on the south
lace of the castle there were three round towers.
The Chapel was 33 feet long by 12 feet wide inside,
and the west end of it adjoined the circular southwest tower, an arrangement resembling that of the
garrison chapel of Caernarvon, where the northwest angle tower of the city walls served for the
belfry of the chapel. It occupied the south side of
the inner yard, and the apse projected beyond the
division wall into the outer courtyard. The Survey
of 1476 informs us that it had originally a wooden
floor, with a cellar below it, and the latter was filled
up with the debris of the bakehouse at that period.
The form of the Chapel indicates that it was probably the earliest part of the castle built in masonry
the remainder of the earliest fortifications may
have been the trenches or earthworks only.
The state apartments at Liverpool were probably
in the south-west tower which adjoined the great
hall northwards, and was the furthest withdrawn
from attack by land. The main staircase of the
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domestic buildings would stand in the angle between the tower and the hall, thoroughly protected.
The peculiar position of the arched windows in this
tower, shown in Peters's picture [Plate V., No. 15],
is accounted for by their adaptation to the lighting
of these stairs and their passages. In the same view
the double range of windows of the hall and cellar,
as well as the height of that structure, indicate
that the building was of two stories, as at Conway,
the lower room doubtless groined with stone, as
would also be the lower, or perhaps, indeed, each
floor of the towers. The groining below the hall
must have been divided by a central range of pillars,
or by a central wall, otherwise it would have risen
too high for the floor of the hall.
These buildings are described in the Survey of
1704 as the great square tower, and the round tower,
which were to be removed to make way for the
new church. At this time they were occupied by
tenants, who had to be evicted ; for in spite of the
timber and lead having been sold by Colonel Birch
fifty years before, they were still habitable, doubtless owing to the stone vaulting being retained. A
room in the north-west tower, used as the Leather
Hall, is described as " the cellar," which points to
the same conclusion.
Beyond the hall and kitchen, and connected with
them by a strong curtain, stood the " great tower,"
or keep, the last of the castle buildings to be destroyed, which was thrown forward from the adjoining curtain wall in the same degree as the southeast tower was withdrawn. The Surveyor of 1663
measures the adjacent walls, as though the tower
did not exist, because it was so far projected from
their lines as to be almost detached. At Flint
Castle, which bears strong resemblance to that of
Liverpool, the corresponding tower was wholly
detached. This keep defended on the left the rock-
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cut passage from the ditch to the river and the hall,
and on the right it effectively flanked the main
entrance gate, with which it was connected by a
curtain.
The Well was probably in the centre of the
castle, and covered by the square centre tower,
called the house, with access to it from each court.
In the accounts of the Duchy Receiver for 20
and 21 Henry VI. (1441-43), when £46 138. iojd.
was expended on repairs to the castle, mention is
made of the draw-well which supplied the castle
with water. At this time the new south-east tower
was built, or, more likelv, re-built on the old lines ;
the stone being quarried at Toxtetb, the wood being
brought from Croxteth and Symondswode, and the
lime from the Isle of Man.
It is curious to notice that the modern Church of
St. George, finished in 1731, was specially ordered
to have an alcove or apse, possibly suggested by
that of the ancient chapel; also that it was placed
upon the same site, but was almost quadrupled in
size, and that the centre line of the modern church
lies on the north wall of the ancient chapel, and
its south side on the south wall. These coinoidences
can hardly have been accidental.
Outside the walls was the Dovecot, a detached
building which stood on the south side of the castle,
and must have been of a permanent character, from
the numerous references to it in ancient documents.
The keeping of doves was an ancient manorial
privilege, and dove-cots were appended to castles,
monasteries, and manor houses, and were important
buildings. At Penmon Priory an ancient, strong,
square tower, domed with stones, is to be seen.
At Rothesay Castle, one of the largest round towers
is fitted with stone cotes for the doves, and similar
instances are abundant, shown both by remains of
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such buildings or by the names attached to towers
that once contained them.
Among the Records of the Duchy of Lancaster,
there is a Report on the state of the castle buildings,
with orders for repairing the same, made in September, 16 Edward IV. [1476], in which we have
nearly every building in the castle spoken of by
name, and its uses defined, with much information
as to the site of the buildings and their relation to
one another. These accord exactly with the plan
I have compiled from that of Gomme, and from
other sources, and give, in addition, the position and
size of the hall porch, 15 feet being given as the
width of the wooden shelter, which was ordered to
be replaced in front of it. The situation of the
pentagonal Kitchen to the north of the hall is determined by the position of the porch ; and its existence
as a separate building is shown by the nature of
the repairs to the roof ordered at this time. On the
upper floor of the porch was a room for the chaplain.
In the Receivers' and Ministers' Accounts for
the Duchy of Lancaster, and in a Book of Orders
concerning the Duchy property for the reign of
Edward IV. we find some most valuable information, as to the then condition of Liverpool Castle,
the description of its buildings, their relation
to each other, and their position, names, and
proportions ; and they furnish us also with a clue
to the use to which the castle was being put at
the time. One of the entries for repairs, made
1st Henry IV. [1399 1400], written in Norman
French, relates to the building of a new oven,
probably a bakehouse, as it requires carpentry, as
well as stone and cement, at a cost of ^'25 43. 5 3d.
This large sum suggests that preparation was then
being made for the accommodation and provisioning of a considerable garrison. The following sums
are also expended upon the works in the two sue-
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ceeding reigns: 6th Henry V. [1418 19], f$i
175. iiId.; 12th Henry VI. [1433 34], £38 8s. 6d.;
I4th Henry VI. [1435 36], £20 is. o^d. In the
17th and iSth and igth, aoth and 2ist Henry VI.
[1438 1443 , £64 8s. ad. were expended. From
the aist to the"24th [1443 1446], £35 is. 4Jd.
were laid out; and from the 34th to the 3Qth [1455
1461], £59 i6s. 4cl. This large outlay can only
have been incurred for considerable defensive works,
which appear to have required rebuilding. It is
therefore at first a little puzzling to find in the
Report on the state of the Castle, made 4th September, 16 Edward IV. [1476], which gives a
minute account of the state of the building, that
it was somewhat ruinous. The tower at the gate
on the east side required repair, and it was ordered
that the walls of the bakehouse should be taken for
this purpose, and the elder-trees growing on the
walls within and without the Castle were to be cut
away.
It was further ordered that the walls of " the
" newe tower at the easte encle of ye chapel and
" of ye newe wall, from the same tower to y c tower
" at ye gatehouse, be covered with turf." In these
directions may, I think, be found the explanation of
a large part of the expenditure in the two previous
reigns. Reference to the plan of the castle [Plate
II.] will show that " the tower cast of the gate, the
" east wall therefrom to the circular tower," and at
the east of the chapel, are shown by Gomme's plan
[Plate IV., fig. 2] to stand on the extreme edge of
the rock platform, while on the other three sides
there is a space of rock left between the wall and
the ditch. It is not unlikely that the crumbling of
the rock caused the foundations to give way, and
rebuilding to be necessary. This seems likely;
because we find that the walls of the bakehouse,
which, apparently, was built in the first year of
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Hen. IV. [1399 1400] at a cost of £25, and which
probably stood against this east wall, and became
ruinous at the same time, are ordered to be used as
old material. The order was made on the 4th of
September, and contains an instruction to cover
the walls with turf, no doubt to keep out the winter
frost, which argues that they were still unfinished.
The other orders for repairs in this document
are equally instructive. The fact that the kitchen
is ordered to be slated shows that it was a building
under its own roof, which is the only notice we have
of this detail. There appears to be some significance also in designating the chapel the " olde "
chapel; and it is a subject for careful inquiry,
whether it is so called to distinguish it from the
more recently built church of St. Nicholas, or from
the chapel of St. Alary at the Quay; or whether it
was called old in comparison with the other buildings of the castle. Each of these lines of inquiry
would be of the greatest interest, and is well worthy
of being followed up. It may be remarked in connexion with this question, that the round apse would
indicate a Norman date for this chapel, while the
character of the rest of the castle, unless it be a
very early development of the style, suggests that
it belongs to the close of the reign of Henry III.
or the beginning of that of Edward I.
The Order of 1476 shows the parsimonious
nature of the repairs made at this date ; old
material is ordered to be used up ; the wood floor
of the chapel and the materials of the long stable,
which stood in Castle Street, outside the precincts
of the castle, are to be made available ; and the
repairs are nearly all directed towards making the
domestic parts of the castle habitable. Although
the roof and floors of the gatehouse had fallen in,
they are only to be " remembered to be repaired as
" soon as they goodly may;" and the covering of
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the new walls with turf shows that the work on the
defences was suspended.
From this document we not only learn that the
prison was anciently within the castle, and not on
the site of the "long stable," where one was afterwards built, but that it was in the south-western
tower ; and it also tells us that the great tower, or
keep, and the chapel had cellars, the former being
used up to 1745 for a Leather Hall and guardhouse under the same name.
In 1706, buildings to the north of the hall, or
great square tower, were ordered to be removed,
which the Report of 1476 enables us to identify as
the kitchen, which has therefore been added to the
plan. The site of the chapel has been fixed in
accordance with the plan derived from other evidences, in which the south-east tower is described
as lying to the east of the chapel, and the site of
this tower again is identified by its junction with
the east wall extending to the gatehouse. This
tower which, as we have seen, had been rebuilt in
1442-3, is called the new tower in 1476. Names
of other towers given are the " Prison tower" in
the south-west, the "Great tower" (or keep) in
the north-west, with its cellars here mentioned,
which remained in use till 1745, and the gate house
on the north-east. A bakehouse, or "ovynge,"
built in 1400, probably against the east wall, was
reported ruinous in 1476, and ordered to be taken
down. Probably the east curtain wall had collapsed
and involved the adjacent bakehouse in the ruins.
Along the " inter wall," between the courts, on
the west side, was a passage, probably of wood,
forming a kind of cloister between the porch and
the chapel, and described as having a shingled
roof. There was also, from the north-east corner
of the hall porch to the great tower, a shingled
shed, protecting the entrance to the cellar of the
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keep, the kitchen entrance, and postern door to the
west. This shed and fifteen feet of the passage
were ordered to be taken down in 1476, and pentice
roofs of wood to be made over the hall door, the
cellar door, and the outside staircase to the keep.
In the Orders of 1476 a new chamber, on the
west of the hall, is ordered to be completed with
stone and mortar coping. This must have been
on the rock platform, outside the castle, and was
probably intended for the convenience of the man
in charge of the supplies coming up by the passage
from the river. Probably this chamber may have
been re-built by Birch, and described as the small
house on the west of the castle.
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF ALL THE EXISTING
PLANS AND DRAWINGS OF THE CASTLE.
We have in the British Museum, the Public
Record Office, and among the archives of the
Corporation of Liverpool, as well as in various
books, numerous plans and maps of the castle,
which, on strict examination, can be reduced to
three, having anvthing like a semblance of authority;
two only of which are laid down to measure, all
the rest being either imperfect copies or suppositious
plans, containing ludicrous errors. One alone gives
any outline of the buildings of the castle, but it is
made with such admirable precision, that it forms
our best basis for the recovery of the details of the
structure. This is the plan for the fortification of
Liverpool by Gomme, made for Prince Rupert in
1644, now preserved in the British Museum. The
other plan made to scale gives the outline of the
moat, and a quadrilateral figure within it, representing a line measured outside the castle walls, but does
not give the exact outline of the rock platform on
which the castle stood that varied slightly from the
1704 plan with great accuracy, when the system of
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measurement used is discovered. It gives no detail
of the buildings, beyond an indication of two arched
gates at the northern side, but shows the houses
surrounding the moat. This plan was made by
William Hayhurst, William Moss, and Adam
Cooper, for the Receiver of the Duchy of Lancaster,
and was submitted, with a Report on the same, to the
Chancellor thereof on the 6th February, 1704, and
is preserved among the Duchy Records ; as is also
another, duplicating this, showing one arched gate
only, and omitting the houses beyond the moat,
made by J. Strangewayes, John Digby, and Richard
Wharton, who were the Queen's Commissioners
appointed 4th January, 1706, to survey and set out
the site and bounds of the castle.
The earliest plan I have been able to find is a
copy of a map in the Liverpool Corporation
Records, inscribed " Historical map of Liverpool
" from a very curious plan, originally in the
" possession of Mr. Leland, the antiquarian, 1539,
" with the fortifications as they appeared at the
" time of the siege, 1644."
This map (if it belongs to the alleged period) is
very carefully drawn for such a date. The fortifications of 1644 are evidently added by another
hand, with extreme coarseness and inaccuracy, and
without any regard to scale ; so that, whatever its
date, the map seems earlier than the tracings of
the fortifications on it. I refer to this first, because
it gives a plan of the castle with some very slight
pretensions to accuracy, but with the details reversed and confused in a manner that accounts for
some of the innumerable errors in more modern
maps and views, evidently derived from this source
and continually repeated. For example, the curved
side of the moat, which was on the north, is shown
on the south ; on the bastioned west side are
shown three towers instead of two ; and the gate-
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house and buildings are not given at all. This
plan seems to be responsible for the inaccuracies
following: first, in a map in the Corporation Records
(Okill Collection) being a copy of one of a series,
dated 1769, in the possession of the Earl of Sefton,
which gives a fairly correct outline of the moat, except
that the north side is drawn straight, the castle is
drawn square, with three towers in line on the
south side, and two gateway towers on the north.
The three southern towers are possibly derived from
Leland's map, which may also have been Gregson's
guide. The next plan, in the same collection, is
marked " No. i," and entitled " The Ancient Pool
" of Liverpool, as it appeared about the year 1670."
This gives a moat of irregular square form, with
rounded corners, three rudely drawn curved (they
cannot be called round) towers on the south, and
the causeway across the moat, but no gatehouse.
The enclosure has a plain wall encompassing the
platform, and three towers inside of the curtain
wall. This map, I think, is what Gregson used in
his Fragments (ed. 1824), p. 170, where he gives
the plan of the platform from the plan in the Duchy
Court, to which he adds (as he admits) the surrounding streets, and shows in dotted lines three
towers inside the castle yard, on the south. In
neither of the plans in the Duchy Court, however,
are there any indications of towers or buildings,
the area of the castle alone being given. Chadwick's
map of Liverpool, 1725, shows rudely, and not to
scale, the clumsy series of buildings built on the
castle site, and the mean circumscribing streets,
forming an irregular oval. After this, Eyes' map
in 1768, and a copy of Chadwick's map of 1725,
give the same buildings. Upon Okill's copies of
these, in possession of the Liverpool Corporation,
the later buildings occupying the castle area are
enclosed within an oval red line. These two have
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evidentl_y been used as the basis for the map
reputed to be that of the town in 1650, published
in Kaye's Stranger in Liverpool, 1829 ; reprinted in
Baines' History of Liverpool, and used as a frontispiece for The Moore Rental, in the Clictham Society's
Series. The map professes to be " copied from the
" original drawing deposited in the Court of the
" Duchy of Lancaster, and from other authentic and
" original documents." There is no such plan, however, among the Duchy Records ; and if we admit
the other documents to be " original," they are, as
regards the castle, about as unauthentic as perverse
ingenuity could make them. The moat and castle are
shown by the artist as an oval enclosure, evidently
adopted from Okill's red-lined plan, with an oval
object in the centre, from which radiate six paths,
one through a crescent-shaped gatehouse, one to
the east, and one to the west wall, and three to as
many shapeless blocks of building occupying the
places of the three supposed southern towers.
These features appear to be a mixture of the lines
of the streets built on the castle site, and the
supposed features of the castle jumbled together.
This map, which has been so widely circulated in
the above-named works, is so utterly misleading,
that I think it worth while to note the origin, progress, and gradual degradation of the plan, and
the unintelligent adoption of cumulative blunders
and exaggerations.
Gomme's accurately measured plan is of a very
different character, and in dealing with it we feel
ourselves on a firm footing.
It was, no doubt, the intention of Prince Rupert
to fortify Liverpool with regular curtains and
bastions, and to make it a strong naval port; and
in this scheme the castle, with the addition of four
external bastions, having very acute salients and
small intermediate ravelins, was to have formed the
P 2
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citadel. Gomme gives the plan of the walls, gatehouse, and three round towers of the ancient castle
correctly placed at the angles and which he intended to retain, leaving out their minor details,
and omitting altogether those buildings which he
intended to clear away, namely, the hall, chapel,
and house, and the wall dividing the courts. In
lieu of these, he shows an enclosure within the
area included in the walls, and following their lines,
within which probably an earthen platform was to
be raised on which to mount his guns. The plan
of the castle is only ij inches square, and the scale
is given in paces of 22 inches each, probably two
Flemish feet of 11 inches. This drawing is so accurate and delicate that imitation is scarcely possible,
but the copy given on Plate IV. fig. 2 (which, small
as it is, took two days to complete, and which
is worked out with the most patient and wonderful
precision by a lady), suffices to show that the
measurements agree exactly with those of the plan
of 1704, and with the Survey in the Lieutenancy
Minute Book also. The proportions of the various
parts are delicately and truly laid down to scale,
both in the original and the copy, so that we are
enabled to work out from it the dominant numbers
which ruled the original construction of the castle,
which will be fully noticed in another section. This
little plan is carefully tinted in such a way as to
indicate the stone walls, the rock platform on which
the castle stood, the earthworks of the new bastions,
and the new moats; the ancient ditch being omitted,
as it was to be filled up and covered by the new
works. A copy of this plan, purporting to be a
fac-similc, is given in Baines' History of Liverpool,
p. 289, but it is not what it professes to be ; the
east wall of the castle is slightly set back behind
the south-east tower, instead of being in line with
it; the east side of the gate-house meets it at an
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angle, instead of being in line with it; and the outworks are misplaced. These errors arise from the
notion that the entrance passage must of necessity
have been at right angles to the front of the gatehouse, and its known want of parallelism with the
east end of the gatehouse is here represented by
altering the angle of that side of the structure to
an oblique line, whereas the wall followed a straight
line, and the gate passage was oblique. Curiously
enough, this change would be a very good defensive
arrangement, which, till I saw the original, I was
inclined to adopt. The principle of making the
approach to the gate of a fortress oblique, so as to
expose the right flank of an enemy, is found even
in rude British entrenchments, the vallum at the
entrance being bent inwards, and the line on the
right prolonged. Some of the Roman camps that
mark the Caledonian campaign have also skilfully
contrived oblique entrances, and the same feature
is seen in the south gate of Silchester. Beaumaris
Castle has a very elaborate arrangement of gateways : with the same defensive purpose Forth
Uchaf, at Conway, is an excellent contrivance of
the same kind ; the whole right flank of the enemy
approaching it would be commanded by the Castle.
Vitruvius says: " Approaches to the gates not to
" be direct, but scaid (oblique"), inclining to the left,
" for when they are thus made, the right side of
" the besiegers which is not covered with a shield,
" will be exposed to the walls."
We have thus reduced our authentic plans to
two : Gomme's of 1644, and the duplicate plans in
the Duchy Records, which latter give a mere
outline, without features, of the area of the site.
Of these latter many accurate copies exist; but of
Gomme's I know of no copy except my own and
the incorrect one given by Baines.
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EXISTING VIEWS OF THE CASTLE.
If plans wanting authenticity are numerous,
views of Liverpool Castle are still more so ; but
those on which any degree of dependence can be
placed have mostly one common origin, namely the
picture formerly in possession of Ralph Peters,
representing Liverpool in 1670. With this to work
from, artists have given us every possible description
of view steel engravings, woodcuts, etchings, and
lithographs, more or less varied, exaggerated, or
modified not one of which can claim any other
origin than the aforesaid picture. When it was
painted I am unable to say ; it is reputed to be by
a Dutch artist, and was exhibited at the Town
Hall on the visit of the British Archaeological
Association a few years ago. Ralph Peters was
Town Clerk from 1704 to 1/06, at which time the
site of the castle was granted to the town by
Queen Anne. The castle is represented as viewed
from the river ; and, from its perspective, it is plain
it cannot have been painted from nature, unless it
were from the top of a very tall ship's mast in
mid stream. The perspective of the picture, too,
is inaccurate, for it shows both the north, south,
and west sides of the castle at once, and makes it
a much loitier building than it really was. In spite
of these defects, however, it is to a great extent
authentic, shewing the towers, gatehouse, and hall
correctly, except as to their relative proportions.
The dilapidations made by the Parliament's forces
are rightly placed ; the cottages, built for troops by
the Parliament, are seen through the breaches in the
walls, and appear to stand on a higher level, which
I believe to have been the case. The windows are
correct as to number and position. The artist, I
think, really inspected near at hand the buildings
he introduced into his picture, and made careful
sketches of them from different points ; but, when
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he came to paint in his details from these, he did
not judge his point of sight quite truly, and so
erred in perspective much more than in details.
Among the innumerahle views derived Irom this
picture I will only notice Herdman's, because his
work on A ncicnt Liverpool is considered an authority.
He was an artist, not an antiquary, and indulges
in a wide artistic license. He draws the castle, for
instance, as seen from the river, with an approximation to Peters' picture ; and having fixed upon
this as his ideal of the building, he puts the same
view of the castle into his drawings, from whatever
point they are taken, as though the building turned
on a pivot towards the spectator. The effect is
confusing and demoralising in the extreme.
At pages 27 and 169 of Gregson's Fragments
there is a woodcut, purporting to be a copy of a
drawing made by Daniel King, to illustrate Camden's Hritaiiiiia, in 1656. It is stated to be in the
British Museum [ No. 2073], and to be inscribed
" Liverpool Lane.
This design is to illustrate
" Cambden's Britannia that where he mentions
" such places the curious may see them which is
" the indeavour by God's assistance V. S. D. King."
Sir James Picton, in a notice of the castle, says
this drawing is in the Harleian collection, and
Herdman docs the same ; but on applying at the
Museum I learned it was not to be found there.
This view, which seems to be taken facing the
south-east angle, diagonally, shows six round
towers, the south-east tower being in the centre,
which may have suggested to Gregson and Okill to
place three towers on the south front. In height the
towers are just double their breadth, which is, I
think, the correct proportion, but the curtain walls
between them are shortened unnaturally, and the
perspective is bad. Possibly the copy is incorrectly
made ; and the battlemented structure shown in
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rear of, and covered by the south-west tower, may
be really meant for the hall, and the similar feature
to the right the gatehouse, or the apsidal chapel
may have been treated as a central tower. The
drawing is too obviously inaccurate and rude to be
of much value, showing, as it does, two large square
headed windows in each curtain wall, and two in
each tower : palpably impossible features.
A third picture is a good pen-and-ink drawing in
the Liverpool Athenaeum, origin unknown, dated
1715, prepared for the head of a map, and engraved
in 1725. This little picture is taken from near St.
James's Mount, looking west. The perspective is
true from this point ; the south and east sides of
the castle are shewn ; a ruined gable seems to indicate the hall, and other ruins the gatehouse.
Over the north-east angle, in faint outline, a tower
rises much above the others, surmounted by either
a dome or a curved iron frame to carry a weathercock, as to which it may be noticed here, that orders
were given by the Corporation, about this date, to
repair a street at "the cock of the castle," where,
indeed, some such thing may have been put up as
a sea mark; and it may be this which has been
introduced by the artist. I am inclined to think that
this small view (too small, unfortunately, to give
details) is derived from a genuine sketch of the
building. On it some one has made a note in pencil,
to the effect that the castle was added to by the
draughtsman, its height having been reduced to
15 feet eighty years before. This is an error of the
commentator, for the south and east walls and
towers stood complete enough for habitation many
years after that date. The writing, I think, resembles that of Sir James Picton, who makes the
same error in one of his published notices of the
building.
One of the tail-pieces in Troughton's History of
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Liverpool (1810) represents a castle, with a round
tower on the left, a length of wall, and a square
ruin, with the stump of a smaller round tower on
the right, which I believe to be a view of the east
face of the castle during its demolition, which was
not completed until 1729. Troughton's tail-pieces
are in almost every case recognisable as representations of objects of antiquity then existing in the
town or vicinity, though all unnamed. The woodcut shows two fashions of shading in the height of
the wall, which, I think, are meant to represent the
scarped rock rising to mid height, and the masonry
above it, which there is reason to believe was the
character of that face of the castle ; or, possibly, it
may show the repairs made in the reign of Henry VI.
In the Binns Collection, in the Liverpool Reference
Library, there is a view through a gateway, partly
ruined, looking outwards towards a church. It is
labeled in pencil, " Tower." This I believe to be
a view taken looking through the interior of the
castle gate tower towards the church of Our Lady
and St. Nicholas, where exactly such a picture
could present itself ; but from the Tower in Water
Street no such view could have been taken.
This woodcut shows the gate passage partly cut
through rock and partly of masonry, and in this
respect confirms the view that the natural rock
stood high in the eastern court. All the details of
the gateway, portcullis, and barbican fit exactly to
the place of these features in the castle.
These five views are all I can find of any original
value, or that contain even suggestions that agree
with the plans ; and one only gives a fair idea of
the castle, one is worthless, one of unknown origin,
and two were discovered by myself, and have no
title printed on them, to indicate what they represent.
A pen-and-ink drawing in the Athenajum, which
Herdman in his Ancient Liverpool parades as of
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great interest and authority, is signed "Gauci junr.
fee. 1821," and is a palpable compilation. It gives
houses known to be built as late as that date, and
shows a castle with three towers like windmills, all
circular, of which one is placed on the site of the
square gate-house, which Herdman alters in his
copy to the rotating structure before noticed.
Here, then, is all our material, in the shape of
maps, plans, and views, eight or nine at the utmost,
out of a mass of copies, distortions, and vague
surmises, by the aid of which we have to some
extent been able to recover the likeness of the lost
castle.
SOME PRINCIPLES OF ANCIENT FORTIFICATION,
ILLUSTRATED BY LIVERPOOL CASTLE.
It ought not to be necessary to enter into any
great amount of detail or illustration to prove that
mediaeval fortresses were constructed on definite
scientific principles, but considerable ignorance
seems to exist on this subject, many persons
erroneously supposing that Vauban, Pagan, and
Cormontaigne, and the military engineers of the
iyth and i8th centuries, introduced a scheme of
fortification previously unknown. So far from this
being the case, it can be shown that all that they
did was to adopt already well-known systems to
the increasing power and range of artillery, and to
build defensive structures of such materials as
could best resist the metal projectiles, that gradually
superseded the ancient stone balls used by the
earlier artillerists. It is to the character of the projectiles rather than to that of the artillery that
almost all the recent modifications of defence are
due. Siege artillery was, in fact, used by the Moors
at the siege of Algesiras (old Gibraltar) in 1344, that
being its first introduction into Europe. It was
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used at Crecy in 1346, and at the siege of Romorantin by the Black Prince in 1356 ; at the defence
of Chioggia by the Venetians in 1379. The calibre
of the pieces was often very large, exceeding those
of our heaviest guns ; but the projectiles were of
small power, and the strong and solid walls against
which they were thrown sufficed to break up and
disperse the stone shot.
The fortifications of
Famagusta in Cyprus, built bv the Venetians to
resist the Turks, were among the earliest of the
modern type, and were long antecedent to Vauban.
Again, many mediaeval fortresses have lost much of
their original plan, having been continually adapted
for domestic occupation, and Yew survive without
such great changes having been made in their
structure as quite to obscure their original military
purpose.
The castle of Liverpool, so long as it survived,
escaped all such changes, and its plans present
perfectly the original scheme of defence upon which
it was laid down. So well studied was this design
for its purpose, that Gomme proposed to incorporate
the castle, without material change, in the proposed
new citadel of Liverpool, and adopted in his extensions, as perfectly efficient, the exact lines of
cover laid down by his predecessor. Inasmuch as
Liverpool Castle is recorded to have been in existence in the reign of Henry III. it was built previous
to the erection of those great castles set up in Wales
after its conquest by Edward I. It is therefore of
particular interest to notice that the military principles upon which the latter were built show remarkable similarity to those displayed in the construction
of Liverpool Castle, which quite possibly may have
served as a model for the Kdwarclian engineers.
The castle of Flint is almost identical in every
feature, and entirely so in principle, with Liverpool;
while Rhuddlan, Chirk, Harlech, and Criccieth
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strongly resemble it. Comvay, as we know, served
the double purpose of a palace and a fortress, and
if Liverpool Castle were duplicated it would produce
a very analogous plan. vStill more curious is the
fact that the outer walls of the Tower of London,
which were of later date than the Norman keep,
although on a much larger scale, and with a double
enceinte, form just such an irregular pentagon,
with the gate-house at one angle, as we find at
Liverpool. If details were compared the coincidences would appear even more remarkable, so that
it would almost seem as if Liverpool furnished a
pattern for the fortress builders of that age, which
indeed its well ordered plan entitled it to do.
Fortification may be said to consist in the scientific disposition of defences in such a manner as to
turn the scale in favour of a weaker against a
stronger force of combatants. Its initial principles
may be summed up first, in superiority of command ; secondly, in flanking defence ; and thirdly,
in adequate cover to the defenders. Whether these
be applied to vast works, like the wall of Hadrian,
or to the few logs and trenches in a hastily constructed field work, the main principles vary but
little, and they have come down to us from the
remotest ages.
M. Maspero, in his admirable
volume on Egyptian archaeology, gives plans of the
fortified city of Abydos, where the soil being unsuitable for a ditch, the equivalent of the modern
glacis is represented by a low external wall, to keep
an enemy from mining or battering the main defences. Kom Ombos, erected before the reign of
Untersesen III, was built with flanking bastions, on
a system strongly resembling the modern. Kumneh
and Semneh have large square bastions flanking
the intermediate curtains, also an external low
glacis wall. The campaign in Syria, during the
l8th dynasty, introduced Canaanite and Hittite
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models to Egyptian notice, and it was in Syria that
this art of flanking defence was in very early ages
brought to greatest perfection. The Egyptian and
Assyrian sculptures show such fortresses, well
flanked and defended by towers, that might well
pass for the work of medueval builders, and in
the cemetery of Thebes, built by Rameses III. to
celebrate his Syrian victories, 1500 years before
Christ, there still stands a model of a Canaanitish
fort called the Pavilion of Medinet Haboo. In the
representations on the Egyptian marbles of the
Canaanite cities of Dapur, Merom, and Kadesh,
we may see what manner of cities they were that
Moses spoke of in Deuteronomy " Cities high
" and fenced up to heaven, which Israel took, but
" builded not," and which were the works of an
older civilisation, then already decaying.
The Phoenicians, a Canaanitish race, employing
armies of mercenaries, but themselves weak in
numbers, had need ol strong defences, and carried
the art of fortification to high perfection, of which
Messieurs Perrot and Chipiez, in their great work
on Phoenician art, give many examples.
The
buildings of Carthage and Utica showed how far
the Phtcnicians had advanced in the science, which
was inherited and carried on by their successors in
Syria and Africa. The early ages of the Arab
occupation of these countries were distinguished
by high civilisation : astronomy, mathematics, and
literature were cultivated, and architecture and
fortification were well understood. It is to this
school, and to contact with oriental learning, that
Europe owes its education in the constructive arts
of defence rather than to Rome. The latter relied
more on her powerful armies than on structural
defences, and such buildings put up by the Romans
show no great or masterly skill. Vitruvius lays
down a very correct system for the defensive works
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of cities, yet in many of their provincial works
these were utterly disregarded by the Romans.
Among the noblest and grandest mediaeval fortified
works were the great castles of the Crusaders in
Syria, the cradle of the system from time immemorial ; and thence, during the short continuance
of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, Europe received
those new lights of knowledge that bore such abundant fruit in the, so-called, Gothic, or Pointed style
of architecture.
How much evidence of this knowledge on the
part of its builders may be discovered in the plan
of Liverpool Castle let us now try to determine.
It will be seen from the plans, that the main
masses of building, the oblong blocks of the gatehouse and the hall stand diagonally to each other ;
and that, together with the inner buildings of the
court, the chapel and house, they form towards each
side a second and third line of command, from the
castle proper upon each side of the structure. On
each face of the building the approach is commanded
by not less than five defensive features, and towards
the land side, seven points or separate defensive
buildings are available against attack. The west
side is bastioned in form, and serves not only to
increase the power of Hanking the walls and ditch,
but by this means the windows of the main buildings
are turned away from the point most open to attack,
and no missile could enter them directly from the
land side. Each opening, it will be seen, has some
structure so placed between it and the line of attack
as to cover it from direct exposure to arrows or
projectiles.
The entrance is drawn towards the left, and leads
directly upon the south-east tower, which, as we
have seen, is so drawn inwards as to command any
assailants who had forced the gates. The eastern
exterior of the castle was in little risk of attack
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externally, owing to the ground to the east of it
being separated by the waters of the pool from the
mainland. Any toe in crossing the causeway to
the gate would leave his right side, which would be
undefended by his shield, exposed to missiles from
one square tower of the barbican, from the semicircular gate tower above it, from the gate-house, the
great keep tower, the curtain, and the embrasures
of the hall. If he succeeded in passing the gateway,
with its two gates and two portcullises, the southeast tower would face him ; the chapel, the house,
the dividing curtain of the courts, the hall, and the
keep would command him on the right flank, and
the gate-house in rear ; thus if the outer court were
taken, its capture would assist its captor but little
against the remaining defences.
Each separate
building in the inner court was in the same way
capable of individual defence and mutual support,
and the almost detached position of the keep, communicating directly with the passage to the river,
gave means of escape when every other part of the
castle had been lost. On the west side the recess of
the west bastioned front gave a triangular platform
below the keep, well screened by its projection
northwards, and commanded from the other towers
on that side, for the convenient landing of goods
and supplies brought up the passage from the river,
for which the adjacent vaults belo\vthe hall afforded
convenient storage. The western side commanded
the entrance to the pool, and the southern the ferry
across the Mersey.
One of the most remarkable evidences of the
extreme care with which Liverpool Castle was
fortified is to be found in the Report on the state of
the castle in September, 1476, alluded to previously.
It will be seen by reference to plan on Plate II. N,
and elevation No. 17 on plate VI., that there is a
small part of the inner court-yard, Plate II. Y, that
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would be only partially protected from missiles shot
over the north curtain wall, between the gatehouse
and the keep ; also that the entrance to the hall is,
similarly, partly open to attack. It has been most
interesting to find from this Report that a " transsant," or covered passage, to the eastward of the
hall, existed in this place, forming a kind of cloister
roofed with shingles ; also that a large shed
stretched from the hall porch to the keep. These
two structures, which appear to have been of timber,
exactly cover the exposed points. The Report of
1476 prescribes that some alterations should be
made in these ; but the sheds then put up were to
serve exactly the same purpose as those taken
down ; fifteen feet of the " transsant," covering the
hall door, were ordered to be taken down, also the
shed by the great tower, but pentices, or roofs, of
wood, were to be placed over the gable of the porch,
over the door of the cellar of the keep, and over
the " lede" (Anglo-Saxon "/eyr"), or external
stair, leading to its first floor.
That these buildings were carefully calculated
for, and adjusted to their respective places, is shown
by the fact that, if a succession of lines be drawn
parallel with their several faces over the area of the
castle, and with the leading lines of the plan, it will
be found that the angles formed by their intersections fall exactly upon the outer line of the ditch,
thus marking out its area and showing exactly
where the lines of command of the castle converged
and crossed, and perfectly covering all the approaches with an efficient cross fire. So, by the
unity of the scheme of fortification, we are able to
verity the plans, not only from the maps, views,
and documents remaining to us, but by its
harmony with the dominant measures, to be
spoken of later. Every gate, and window, and
building that we are able to trace falls exactly in
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the best position for its security and convenience.
The measures and direction of the lines speak
clearly of the purposes they were to serve in the
scheme of defence ; they mark out accurately the
mutual support that one feature supplied to the
other, even to the indication of the peculiar lines
of the moat, which is traced upon the points of the
converging lines of fire. Conversely all these features evolve the symmetrical series of harmonic
measures which give the key note of this wellstudied design, and reveal to us the marvellous
skill of its unknown architect.

DOMINANT HARMONIC NUMBERS : THEIR USE IN
ARCHITECTURE, AND THEIR APPLICATION TO
LIVERPOOL CASTLE.
Some apology may seem to he needed for such a
digression as the discussion of this subject here ;
yet so great has been the service of this system,
in determining the exact plan and details of a lost
building, and so excellent an example of their use
has been evolved by the search into its plans, as
well as into those of other buildings to which I
have applied it, that I trust the subject may be
found worthy, not only of notice, but of study by
those who are better able than myself to develop
and utilise the same. It was not until the whole
of the plans had been most carefully and systematically worked out from existing data, and from those
only which had been ascertained to be authentic,
as well as from personal observations made by
myself during the last forty years, whenever any
opening of the ground on the castle site revealed
even slight traces of its exact location and dimensions, that it was found that these plans fell in to
a system of rhythmic, harmonic measurements, and
that these applied to every detail and feature, and
Q
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could be used to check and confirm the historical
data. It was impossible to resist the conviction
that these were the lines on which the builder had
worked, and in making, as I have clone, many
hundred measurements upon these scales, the
geometrical principles on which the design of the
castle had been based, its centres, and its defensive
lines and powers were also made apparent. The
result justifies the hope that the elimination of
errors in the ancient records of this structure may
now be so far justified by the perfect accord of the
plans, the military exigencies of the defensive
features, and the system of measures evolved, that
we have here a true account of our ancient
fortress. And such conviction of this as we possess
is mainly due to the fact that these harmonic
numbers fall into their places correctly.
Proportionate numbers and measures lie at the
foundation of almost every condition of nature, of
science, and of art, and they are a common principle
whose development, in innumerable directions, is the
secret of the harmony that pervades them, whether
taken as distinct units or in their concords with each
other. It follows naturally that he who has solved
the problem of what constitutes true, abstract, harmonic number has in his grasp an unrivalled power of
understanding and controlling the material principles
of most of the sciences and arts. Few, if any, men
could be expected to possess so vast a capacity as
to enable them to apply the rule even if they knew
it perfectly beyond the narrow limits of their own
experience and research. The aim of this section is
only to show that, in the arts of construction, the
knowledge of such principles, appears to have been
wider and more systematic than what is now held
by ourselves, and that what is with us almost less
than a tradition was with the masters and artificers
of many early civilisations a living and creative
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source of art, having its well-understood laws, by
which the results thev strove for were attained with
certainty ; while we, so far from recognising them
as theoretical principles, barely understand that
such laws have any existence.
In construction it is apparent that harmonic numbers and measures result in symmetrical or harmonious geometrical form, and if both these systems
be present in the work to which they are applied,
and if they issue at the same time in a perfect fitness
of purpose in the construction wherein they are used,
the designer of such work may be held to be a true
master of his craft. It is by no means alleged, however, that all ancient work shows equal traces of
this power ; for the art of construction, like the
human race itself, has its periods of decadence and
revival, of invention, of loss and re-discovery.
The tendency of the knowledge of such principles
is to crystallize into codes of measure, proportion,
or form, that may be used without actual knowledge
of their original principles ; and though the work
that results shows to some degree that the principles
once existed, it declines from code to copyism and
unmeaning convention, and finally expires, just as
we ourselves can copy correctly a statue carved by
Phidias or Praxiteles, while we know nothing of
the theory of its designer's work, though we reproduce it.
The present age with its facilities for circulating
such traditions, by means of printing and illustration
may well be called the "Age of Handbooks." We
gather our scraps of " detail" from all the ends of
the earth, cull our "examples" from every age and
period, and patch them crudely together without
any comprehension of their unfitness for any place
but that for which they were first designed. We
call one set Gothic, another Italian, a third Queen
Anne : so our copyism mainly fails for want of con-
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gruity ; and the rare sight of a building which serves
its use perfectly and is proportioned truly is a refreshing change, though it may sternly reject the
accessories of mimic ornament. Mere serviceableness, however, cannot of itself produce harmony ;
nor do the measures nor proportions dictated
by utility alone naturally fall in with its laws.
Structures so made are mostly devoid of the principles. Who would seek them in a modern shop-front
or a gasometer ?
No better illustration of the recognition of the fact
that the laws of harmonic measure have been partially reached and have afterwards gradually lapsed
into traditional usage and thence to entire decadence
can be found than the fragment of history, called
" Pictor Sacrilegus," in the Fortnightly Review of
September, 1891, wherein is related the career of a
painter of the early Renaissance. In the year 1483,
an artistnamed DomenicoNeroni,hispatron Ascanio
di Vulterra, and a priest, were executed for sacrilege. Inspired with the ardent desire to know the
perfect number, and the proportions that guided the
ancient sculptors in making statues of the gods,
they conceived the scheme of invoking the heathen
deities themselves, who were, in the middle ages,
believed to exist as demons ; and this they tried to
effect by sacrilegious rites. The recognition of the
pre-existence of these codes and the secrecy with
which they had been kept, is well indicated by this
paper.
It is by no means easy to define in what harmonic
proportion consists. We can do no more in this
short sketch than indicate its analogies and the
most general and apparent of its principles.
Take, for instance, sound : disproportioned sound
produces only confused noise ; proportioned notes
are music. Coarse and grotesque language may
serve to convey meaning, but measured rhythm and
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metre and cadence are a necessity of poetry. Motion
with rule can be seen to have analog}' with both, in
the paces of a march or the measured steps of a
dance ; these devolutions may all be harmonised
together, though the outcome of each differs. Music
can be sung to the concordant words of verse, and
both are translated into harmonic motion in the
march or the dance. So, in like manner, proportioned measure evolves harmonic form. Plainly,
then, the principle of abstract proportionate number
underlies all these varying manifestations of its
powers.
It would be impossible to follow out even a bare
catalogue of these analogies ; it is enough to say
that the conclusions of modern science in this
direction were evidently anticipated in very early
ages. Dimly and uncertainly we seem to trace
the lost knowledge in the proportion of ancient
structures ; it is appreciable to us, yet it seems intangible ; and the laws of beautv and proportion,
which our forefathers had iound and understood,
elude our grasp. Compare the following extract
from Vitruvius, chapter I, book i, with the note
that follows it, based on Tyndall's theories of
sound :
In chapter i, book i, on the instruction of architects, Vitruvius almost alleges a knowledge of first
principles among the ancient philosophers, which
modern science is only beginning to re-discover.
To their knowledge of numbers he attributes the
mechanical and geometrical inventions of Archimedes and Scopinas of Syracuse, and others ; but,
he says, further, " Between astronomy and music
" there is likewise a common reasoning. In
" optics, and in all other sciences, there are many
" things similar, or which have at least the same
" principles." We have only to turn to some of
the recent developments of discovery, which have
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endeavoured to apply common harmonious first
principles to sciences that at first sight seem to
exhibit the widest variations, to appreciate how far
the same ideas had been grasped more than two
thousand years ago. Professor Tyndall, in his
work on the Philosophy of Sound, shows that
sounds are produced by vibrations, and change
according to their rapidity each wave of vibration
counting as a measure both of space and time. A
.sounding string does not vibrate equally throughout, but certain proportionate parts are in rapid
motion, others, called "nodes," in comparative rest,
and, with the note, the number and space between
the nodes is varied. Musical vibrations, communicated to a film of fine sand spread upon glass,
throw it into innumerable, varying and beautiful
geometrical figures. An instrument has lately been
invented to make the human voice visible in geometrical form. Thus the measured pulsations of
motion are, translated into harmonies of sound,
and thence into definite symmetrical or proportionate form. Similarly, light has been shown to
arise from rhythmic vibration, and the qualities of
colour to spring from the ability of matter to absorb
or reflect these in certain proportions. Tyndall
opens still wider suggestions, and gives the results
of experiments to show that matter itself, though
it seems fixed and stable, may owe its properties to
analogous laws, which accord with the principles of
motion and proportionate measure.
Number,
like the limitations of time and space, is given
to us as a condition of human existence. It is
imposed upon Nature by its Creator, and it is a
worthy aspiration that men's minds should, in their
highest efforts of art, try to search out and use
such degree of the knowledge of the powers of
proportion as may be found in the evolution of the
facets of a crystal by the aid of chemistry, or the
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ordered petals of a flower by the laws of natural
growth, and apply such laws to their own works.
To such knowledge as the ancient craftsmen were
able to reach and hand down, we may possibly
attain, but we have little justification in our modern
works for despising the fruit of their labours. How
much further the ancients carried their systems
than we do, may be understood from the fact that
it occupied Mr. Penrose five months to estimate
the curves of various details of the Parthenon,
which are so refined as to escape ordinary notice,
and for whose delicate curves modern architects
would substitute a straight ruled line. A work has
been written by William Story on definite geometrical proportion in architecture, based on music,
but I have not seen it.
Vitruvius tells us that the proportions of Greek
architecture are derived from those of the human
frame ; his essay on this is not at all clear, and does
not seem to result in any more definite issue than
that a common law of proportionate measure was
applied both to the framing of a perfect human
figure and to architecture. By a nation with
whom the highest refinements of artistic proportion
were almost second nature, the elucidation of the
governing laws of proportion must of necessity
have been eagerly sought, both in their sculpture,
their painting, their architecture, their poetry and
music, as well as in their unrivalled geometrical
studies. That even this highly gifted race, at the
highest point of their success, had not wholly
solved the question may be inferred from the fact
that they had held several codes or theories for the
proportions of the human frame ; the three main
ones being those of Policletus, Euphranes, and
Lysippus.
It is difficult to point out historical and other
evidence of the ancient use and existence of these
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principles in ancient construction. This can only
be done in a fragmentary way, for I know of no book
specially devoted to the subject, and to the best of
my belief it has so far fallen into obscurity, that it
now lies chiefly in detached evidences, and requires
to be collected from the various works in which
references to it still exist. Modern works on art subjects appear to ignore it altogether, thereby losing
all clearness of definition, and falling commonly
into the usual slang of art asstheticism, even in
the most valued text books.
The main ancient text book that we have is that
of Vitruvius, whose work on architecture is thought
to have been written in the reign of the Roman
Emperor Augustus.
In book i, chapter 2, he
defines this art as " Eurithmy," for the parts,
and " Symmetry " for the whole of a composition.
He says, in the opening of book iii, " The
" composition of temples is governed by the laws
" of symmetry, which an architect ought well to
" understand ; this arises from proportion, which
" is called by the Greeks ' Analogia.' " In another
part of the work Vitruvius says he learned the
principles from " the Masters," thereby informing
us that there were established and known laws to
be learned, and masters who knew and taught them.
In book i, chapter i, treating of the instruction
of architects, he tells us, " He ought to have a
" knowledge of letters, be expert in drawing, learned
" in geometry, not ignorant of optics, instructed in
" arithmetic." All these we should claim as needful
for modern architects, but Vitruvius goes further:
"He should be well read in history, to have diligently
" attended to philosophy, to have a knowledge of
" music, not a stranger to physic, understanding
"the law, and be conversant with astronomy."
Leaving aside comment on most of these requirements, though they also bear more or less directly
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on our numbers, be says, " An architect ought to
" understand music, that he may know the canoni" cal and mathematical rules of the proportions,
" deducing'thus the evolution of harmonious propor" tion from musical intervals." Chapter 4, book v,
is devoted to harmony ; and Adams, his translator,
gives a diagram of the measures and proportions
evolved from the system of musical harmony given
by Vitruvius, who tells us he translated them from
the Greek writer Aristoxenes.
Nowhere does he give us the laws themselves
which govern harmonious proportion ; he cites instances of symmetry and proportion in the human
figure; and in music, he gives us harmonic proportions of the classical orders of architecture, but no
clue to why they are thus harmonious, or whence
they were calculated. Probably these laws were held
as secrets not to be published to the uninitiated.
In book iii, chapter i, we are told that Plato
and other Greek philosophers sought for " the
" perfect number," and reasons are adduced in
favour of certain numbers holding the quality of
perfection. That these abstract harmonies of numbers have an existence apart from and above their
alleged origin in the proportions of the human frame
or music is manifest, because their values must be
first learned and applied theoretically to the human
form or to music, before any system can be deduced
from them. Thus the Greeks must have first laid
down the canons of perfect proportion for the
figure, deviation from which would cause discord,
before they could apply the same canon to other
things, e.g., to architecture. Vitruvius does but say
that nature furnishes examples of harmonic proportions which are also to be applied in art; which
principle undoubtedly underlies all natural organisations. The question that interests us here, is to
learn whether the ancients held the key to these
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theories, whether their philosophers handed them
down by special teaching and tradition, as there is
reason to think, from the history of the learned
crafts and orders, that they did ; to which we, with
all our boasted scientific knowledge, have almost,
if not quite, lost the clue, so far as they relate to
the arts.
The codes of measure and number used by the
earliest nations can only be traced by examination
of their works, though there must of necessity
have been some beginning of the work from purely
mathematical and geometric sources. The use of
numbers and forms, in symbolic and mythical
senses, while such uses tend to show that they had
a scientific origin, and to record and preserve its
tradition, may in some degree also obscure it, by
importing arbitrary meanings into their use, as
copyism does in our own day. So far as I have
been able to examine plans of Egyptian structures,
they appear to be based on the even numbers two,
four, and six; four apparently being that most
commonly used, and both the plans of their temples
and the groupings of their columns seem to indicate
this system. Mr. Piazzi Smyth has written an
elaborate but rather eccentric treatise in which he
endeavours to prove that the Great Pyramid was
built as a compendium of every known measure
and capacity, and was intended as a standard of
these for all time.
Although the Phoenicians were copyists to some
extent of Egyptian and Assyrian art and architecture, and had little originality in their work, they
were nevertheless apt scholars and adapters of the
systems of other nations. They were the inventors
of the alphabet as distinguished from hieroglyphic
writing, and excelled in the use of numbers. Canon
Isaac Taylor, in his History of the Alphabet, tells
us that letters were invented for the purpose of
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writing commercial invoices. Four-square, or the
cube, a six-sided figure, was the Hebrew number
and form denoting completeness, as in Assyria, and
seven was the number of perfection. Scripture
shows strongly that the idea of sacred numbers
was early established, and the measures of the ark,
300 cubits, 50 and 30 cubits, the very definite proportions given for the Tabernacle and its furniture
to Bezaleel and Aholiab, its architects, clearly
indicate this.
The examination of the details
given for the Temple of Solomon shows that it was
planned, not only in form, but in many important
details, in the same fashion as the architecture of
Tyre. Perrot and Chipiez, in their work on Phoenician art, elucidate the structure by comparison
with corresponding Phoenician buildings ; the art,
therefore, of this wonderful edifice was not Hebrew
but Phoenician, and its dominant numbers appear
to have been three, four, five, and seven.
It is probable indeed, almost certain that the
evolution of architectural forms from numbers was,
among the earlier civilisations, in the hands of
trained artisans and craftsmen, whose association
for these particular operations, and whose knowledge of the laws and theories of form, held among
themselves, speedily caused their arts to be regarded
as mysteries by the uninitiated, whence sprung the
idea of investing certain numbers and forms with
sacred and symbolic meaning.
The best ages of Greek art seem to have appreciated most perfectly the abstract laws of proportion,
although the use of symbolism seems to have run
concurrently with them.
The late Mr. Charles Verelst, in a thoughtful
paper read before the Liverpool Architectural Society in 1852, tells us that the codes of measurement
and proportion were reduced to a system by Py-
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thagoras,* and that the theories were communicated
to those only who by patience and study had made
themselves worthy of what were considered sublime
mysteries. Mr. Verelst considered that Vitruvius,
who handed down to us some slight notices of the
systems of proportion, was not himself fully instructed in them, and used them, as we do, rather
as an architectural phrase-book than as a philosophical system. We can well believe that in the
great empire of Rome, where, with all its luxury
and extravagance, art was not indigenous, but borrowed from many sources, or bought, as we buy
our own, the scientific pursuit of its innermost principles declined, and finally died out in barbarism.
The derivation of architectural proportions from
those of the human frame is commented on by
William Lyon in Blackivood's Magazine. He says
the Greeks had three codes of proportion, those of
Policletes, Euphranes, and Lysippus, sculptors.
These he shows were founded on a compound
figure, composed of a triangle, a circle, and a
square, superimposed on each other, all these
figures having symbolic meanings.
Thus we are brought back to geometry and harmonic numbers as the foundation of the whole
scheme, and the architecture founded on the proportions of the human frame only takes at second
hand the predetermined measurements that represented the perfect symmetry of the body. To how
late a date some trace of this system survived, we
may judge by the evident allusion made to it by
Spenser in The Faerie Queen.
" The frame thereof seemed partly circulaire
"And part triangular, O work divine!
"Those two the first and last proportions are,
" The one imperfect, mortal, feminine,
* Vitruvius gives the system of Pythagoras in forming a right angle ; 3 rods
measuring respectively (a) 3 feet, (/>) 4 feet, (;:) 5 feet, laid together in a triangle will form a right angle at b, and a square erected on each rod gives a
code of proportion in square feet of 9j 16, and 25.
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" The other immortal, perfect masculine,
" And twixt them both a quadrate was the base
" Proportioned equally by seven and nine,
" Nine was the circle set in heaven's place,
"All which compacted made a goodly diapase,"

A marvellous verse, shewing in nine lines that this
master of harmonious poetic metre had made
considerable study of the ancient theories of
proportion.
The break-up of definite and scientific learning
that followed on the decadence of the classical ages
is plainly marked in the falling away of architectural
system; and as myths and mysticism, and ungoverned speculative philosophy grew up, so did the
exacter arts decline. It is true that huge structures
were piled up, serviceable and massive, but wanting
in true principles of art; and in spite of the lavish
use of rich material, Architecture steadily lapsed
into little better than barbarism.
It would be difficult, even in the best ages, to find
the exact dividing line between pure geometrical
science and symbolic measures and proportions.
The main scheme of ancient mythologies lay in
their personification of natural or mental powers.
Where every human action or attribute had its
tutelary deity, every part of creation its separate
god, when each brook or river or wood not only
had its god or nymph or dryad, but was itself held
to be a personified existence, w-e cannot wonder
that number and form were brought into the category, even during the time that their practical uses
were studied. Thus arose the ideas of sacred
numbers and forms. For instance, the greater gods
were indicated by both numbers and signs Artemis
by the number 5 and the rounded letter e ', and over
the door of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi,
wherein was the oracle, was set the sign of the
Pentalpha. The number of the solar sphere was
nine. The sacred number of Assyria was six; and
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this is plainly derived from the Babylonian division
of time, which we retain to the present day, and
from the idea of perfect form, which consisted of a
cubical or six-sided figure.
So the decadence and loss of the original theories
began ; and its complete debasement, together with
that of Architecture, coincided with the uprising of
that maze of philosophies and theologies and debasing superstitions that mainly issued from the
Alexandrian schools about the advent of the Christian era, in which we find numbers and forms
endued with supposed magical properties.
The extinction of this science was not final.
Some tradition of it seems to have survived and to
have been again practically followed among some of
the oriental nations. Through contact with these
its revival was accomplished during the middle ages
in new forms, with new aims and results, but
doubtless from the old roots, which threw out a
previously untried growth and development.
During the period of the Crusades, many of the
rules and mysteries that were known in classic
ages seems to have been re-organised. The influence of the occupation of Syria upon European
architecture is most marked and wonderful. Not
only were enormous numbers of churches, castles,
and other buildings erected in Palestine by the
invaders with the help of the skilled Syrian workmen, but the Templars and other military and
religious orders, who founded establishments in
Europe, brought with them this eastern knowledge.
Lieut. Condor, in his Syrian Stone Lore, discussing
the influence of the ancient oriental literature on
the Crusaders, says : " As time went on the
" Knights began to appreciate the learning of the
" Jacobites,* who had preserved the works oi Greek
* These Jacobites were a Syrian sect of philosophers.
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" philosophers and even Indian literature. The
" Seigneurs of Sidon were celebrated for their
" knowledge of oriental literature." Mr. Hayter
Lewis, in a very well studied paper on the introduction of Gothic architecture into Europe, read hefore the Masonic Lodge of the " Quatuor Coronati,"
says that its principles were acquired in Syria, and
that after the fall of the Norman kingdom of Jerusalem numerous skilled workmen, who had acquired
the secrets of constructional art, were spread over
Europe ; and he points out that the work of the
Cistercians in the splendid abbeys of Yorkshire
and elsewhere in this kingdom strongly resembles
that of the Crusaders, which, with other buildings
in the early pointed styles, he attributes to the
expulsion ot thousands of skilled workmen from
Palestine, where they had been accustomed to
work under the guidance of the monastic orders,
and under vows or oaths more or less strict. It is
at this period that the pointed style springs into
life, full of strength and beauty, superseding the
short-lived Romanesque, in which there were
signs of the new and perfect method passing
through a short interval of transition, yet endued
with all the vitality of studied design. Pointed
architecture is no slavish copy from eastern
patterns, no ignorant or clever imitation, such as
our modern Gothic, borrowed, as we take our
costume from some book of fashion-plates, but
strong and true and original, endowed with geometrical knowledge harmony and proportion pervading its every line and feature ; no grotesque dream
of fancy or chance distortion of picturesqueness,
but systematised and thoughtful art, with meaning
and understanding in its every detail. The coincidence of the rise of pointed architecture with the
newly-acquired principles, drawn from the ancient
springs of knowledge, can alone account for these
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facts ; and this idea is strongly borne out by the
circumstance, that although there was a marvellous
unity in the work of these periods, there is no
uniformity.
Not only do national styles vary
and show marked distinction of detail, but we
have local styles in the same country quite distinguishable in their differentiation ; the masons
working not from set copies or clever adaptations
from architectural pattern-books, but holding the
power to create from known laws and theories of
design, works that could be adapted to site, or
climate, or material, as need might suggest. Mr.
Hayter Lewis says of this style : " Nor do I
" believe that it was the result of any partnership
" of minds, be they monks or laics, monasteries or
" guilds. No great work in the world was ever
" done yet which had not some great mind to start
" it. Whether the seclusion of the cloister or the
" guild shall ever surrender this identity to us one
" may fairly doubt."
Undoubtedly, in our own land, the dissolution of
the monasteries at the reformation gave a fatal
blow to an art already in decadence, but still living ;
and the great rebellion finished the work of extinction of system. The crude and heterogeneous
masses of imitative or artless works that have since
been evolved, can only give proof of this, if any
were needed, that man's handiwork shews us his
theology, his moral status, and his culture, till it
reaches its nadir in the art of the earl}- part of the
present century.
It is time, after this very imperfect sketch of the
general evidences of the existence of fixed systems
of proportion and design, to show how far Liverpool Castle bears out this theory and the method
on which its designer laid down his plans. It
must be borne in mind that our plans were first
laid down upon the lines obtained from the maps
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and surveys of an official character, in which
dimensions are accurately stated and found to be
in agreement with each other, but without relation
to any theory of harmony ; and that the result was
found to be a building drawn to dominant numbers,
based on the figures three and live, in every line
and detail, with, in very many cases, a multiplier
of eleven, and these counter-check and vouch for
the plans by their perfect congruity. The castle
does not stand square with the points of the
compass, but is thrown about 11 degrees towards
the east. The base lines are laid down upon two
centres, one being the centre of the castle, the
other the centre of the chord of the apse of the
Chapel; the site of the altar would be upon this
spot.
A list of measurements of different dimensions
and distances is appended, showing how far this
theory of harmonious dominant numbers applies
to Liverpool Castle. A little trouble in testing
these upon the plan (Plate II) will show that the
points so measured are in no wise accidental, but
that they all mark not only quite definite features,
but subserve very fully to frame the triangulations of
cover and mutual support of the scheme of flanking
defence of position.
Not the least remarkable part of this plan is to
be found in the fact that most of the more important
lines, both of measurement and construction, radiate from the centre of the altar of the Chapel.
Even where at first sight there appears to be a
departure from these principles of measurement, as
in the case of the house in the castle, given in the
Survey of 1663 as 8 yards frontage, it will be found
that the diagonals of these features have been
taken and that they fall into harmony with the
dominant numbers. It would be wearisome to
recapitulate all the measures that have been made,
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amounting to many hundreds. Suffice it to say
that all were found in agreement with the given
scales; there were no discords, each tower and
curtain wall and hall and gate, each window, each
angle and bend of the moat answered truly to the
test, and gave at the same time its rhythmic
measure and some useful feature of fortification.
It may well be supposed that we should find in
the plans of fortresses that they are worked from
purely geometrical designs, as there is less room
for the symbolism of measures and forms than in
ecclesiastical work.
The idea, too long prevalent, that our mediaeval
craftsmen wrought without plan or design from the
promptings of fickle fancy, or by happy accident,
is a mistake. Rather it would seem they were so far
masters of the inward principles of their art, that
they could mould every detail at their will, by known
rules, to perfect use, such as they desired, and to
symmetry and beauty the like of which our own
age vainly strives after. If these plans, gathered
from authentic sources, are thus checked and confirmed by the, at first unsought, evolution of a
series of harmonic measures, may we not feel confidence that we have discovered something of the
mind of the unknown architect who built this
fortress, and have grasped, feebly and imperfectly,
it may be, the secret of his plan, whereby we can
recall the long vanished walls and towers, and feel,
with some degree of assurance, that after this
manner Liverpool Castle was built.
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APPENDIX.
DIMENSIONS OF LIVERPOOL CASTLE.
Ruled by Dominant- Measures.
MEASURES OF 150 FEET:

From centre of east curtain to angle of west front
(centre).
From westernmost side of keep to east side of
square north-east tower.
From angle at junction of hall and chapel to outer
line of east ditch.
From gateway of barbican to outer line of west
ditch.
From entrance of causeway to south-west angle of
ditch.
From centre of castle to north-east corner of ditch.
From barbican gateway to south curtain.
From north side square north-east tower to outside
south-east tower.
From centre of inner porch door of hall to southwest angle of ditch.
From centre of south-west tower to centre of outer
gateway.
From centre of keep to south-east tower, at the line
of the oblique gate passage.
From centre of south-east tower to north-west angle
of barbican.
From centre of apse of chapel to north-east angle
of gatehouse.
From south-west corner of chapel to south-east

corner of gatehouse.
R2
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From centre of kitchen fireplace to north-east angle
of east square tower.
From centre of kitchen fireplace to junction of southeast tower and curtain.
From centre of semi-circular east tower of gatehouse to centre of stair turret of south-west
tower.
MEASURES OF 55 FEET :

From outer gate of barbican to inner gate (inside
measure).
From north wall of house to inner face of south
curtain.
From north wall of house to north curtain.
From north wall of house to centre of north end of
hall.
From north wall of house to centre of kitchen.
From north wall of house to centre of hall.
From north wall of house to door of chapel.

(The last 6 measures are from the centre of the castle.)
From centre of east tower to south-east angle of
house.
From exterior of south-east tower to junction of
house and wall dividing the outer and inner ward.
From centre of gate to inner ward to centre of
south-west tower.
From centre of west end of chapel to north end of
hall.
From centre of south-west tower to north-west angle
of hall.
From inner face of curtain wall to keep.
From north angle of kitchen to line of north platform.
From centre of keep to north-west inner angle of
hall.
From east side of keep to west side of west gatetower.
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From centre of west gate-tower to north-east angle
of gate-tower.
From square east tower, north-east angle, to southeast angle of gatehouse.
From centre of apse of chapel to north wall of hall
porch.
From centre of castle to centre of hall.
From centre of main staircase to centre of kitchen.
From south curtain, from junction of apse of chapel,
to south-east tower, &c., &c.
MEASURES OF 33 FEET :

Outer diameter of three large round towers.
Mean breadth of gatehouse centre to centre of wall.
East angle of gatehouse to west side of gate-tower.
East side of east gatehouse to west side of west
gate-tower.
Centre to centre of semi-circular gate-towers.
Diagonals of barbican.
Exterior barbican gate to interior main outer gate.
Centre of gatehouse to east end and west end
(interior).
Length of chapel (interior).
Breadth of hall (exterior).
South wall of house to south curtain (centres of
walls).
Gate to inner ward to angle of outer wall.
Same angle to inner angle of gatehouse.
Centre of inner main gate to west wall of gatehouse.
East side of outer main gate to inner angle of gatehouse.
West postern gate to north-west angle of curtain.
Diagonals of house in centre of castle.
North-east angle of house to main gate.
Centre of apse of chapel to centre of main stairs.
Centre of keep to west postern.
North angle of kitchen to angle (inner) north-west
curtain.
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MEASURES OF l6£ FEET (HALF 33) :

Breadth of platform from gatehouse to curtain.
Projection of gate-towers from line of curtain.
Jambs of main gate to east and west interiors of
gate-towers.
Diagonals of two rooms of house covering well.
Diagonals of interior north-east square flanking
tower.
Portcullis in main gate passage to outer and inner
gates.
Interior breadth of chapel.
MEASURES OF 15 FEET :

Breadth of chapel.
Four sides of pentagonal kitchen.
Centre of south-west tower to centre of main stairs.
Breadth and projection of porch of hall.
Portcullis to outer and inner gateways.
Breadth of wood-covered passage to chapel length
three spans, 15 feet each.
Shed over keep cellar and kitchen entrance, three
spans of 15 feet each.
Diagonals of north-east square tower and projection
of ditto and west flanker of barbican.
Centre of kitchen to exterior west postern.
Length of passage to main stair, also from main
stair to garderobe.
THE GEOMETRICAL BASIS OF THE PLAN OF
LIVERPOOL CASTLE.
The true position of the porch of the hall, that
of the kitchen, and the covered passage and shed
in the inner ward, were only determined with certainty after careful examination of the list of repairs
dated 1476, previously referred to, and the plan
was completed step by step from the various records
and measures.
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These features of the plan were carefully fitted
to the places in which well-known principles of
mediaeval building would place them, and they were
found not only to fill the previously blank spaces,
and to adapt themselves to the system of measurements, but in adapting them to the best defensive
lines, by which the adjacent buildings would flank
them, suggestions of the geometrical basis of the
design of the castle were made strongly apparent
by this completion of the plan. In the previous
part of the investigation it was clear that certain
definite triangles laid on the radiating lines, drawn
from the centres of the chapel and of the castle,
marked out the relative positions of its features,
their measures and distances. The completion of
the plan enabled me to combine these into a regular
figure, which proved to be a pentacle, or five-pointed
star, of peculiar proportions. The central and upper
angle is one of 55 degrees. By laying this down on the
same scale as the plan of the castle, and measuring
off 55 feet on each side, and drawing across them,
at right angles, a line that meets the prolongations
of the sides of the angle of 55 degrees downwards,
the two lower limbs of the pentacle are given ; and
by joining the upper prolongations of the lines of
the right angles by a horizontal line of 150 feet in
length, the pentacle is completed. The sub-division
of these angles, and the distances between the
different points of this figure, will give almost every
series of measures used in the plan of the castle.
The figure does much more than this. If it be
laid upon the plan of the castle in almost any direction, but more especially on the radiating lines from
the two centres of the plan, in such a way that any
two of its points or inner angles measure any
feature in the castle, it will be found that the remaining points and angles will, nearly always,
simultaneously measure other perfectly definite
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points of the plan, and they will not only give the
measures, but the lines of the pentacle will also
indicate the lines and relative positions of the buildings. It would appear from this experiment, that
the geometrical figure that evolved the series of
numbers ruling the construction of the castle has
been discovered, and it is a strong confirmation of
the ancient theory, that proportion had a geometrical
basis corresponding with its mathematical proportions. This also adds to the given plans a further
voucher for their being those used in the structure.
A still further examination of this figure and its
combination of various angles has revealed other of
its features. It proves to be evolved from a circle,
a square, and a triangle, and these are harmonised
in a very ingenious way ; it contains, therefore, the
elements of the traditional figures upon which the
theory of the perfect proportion of the human frame
was said to have been founded by the Greek
sculptors. In this.problem the circle is the innermost figure, and the triangle is not equilateral.
Such previous tests as I have seen give the circle
as the containing figure, and the triangle as equilateral. I believe that further examination will
prove that this combination will show that this
complex figure will give at least three series of proportions differing from, and yet harmonising with
each other, which may possibly stand for those of
the male, the female, and the immature human
figure, from which Vitruvius tells us the symmetry
of classical architecture was derived ; also those
principles which were the craftsmen's secrets in the
middle ages, during the period of the perfection of
Gothic art.
Albert Diirer, in his well-known engraving of
" Melancholia," which is supposed to typify the
weariness consequent on the pursuit of the many
scientific lines which Diirer followed, gives in front
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of the female figure a large object of crystalline
form, the facets of which consist of pentagons.
The following measures found in the pentacle
will apply to those of Liverpool Castle. ' It would
be possible to treat each arm of the pentacle in a
similar way as the principal one, and thus evolve
two other sets of proportions. The scale given on
the right side angle I B D will sufficiently shew
how the lines drawn through intersections in the
angle A K H impart harmonious measures to the
other angle. The greatest breadth, N to D, is 150
feet; N to P and P to D 77 feet.
Measures of 55 feet are found at N to O, C to D,
A to L, A to F ; also in the diagonals O to G and
C to J, in D to F, H to x, c to />, a to 5, F to o,
s to M, / to w, I to v.
Measures of 50 feet: A to /, H to I, I to K, K to k,
H to m, C to t, O to §, c to q, ] to B, F to §-, L to t,
s to No. 50, No. 50 to I, K to h, btoG, M to c.
Measures of 70 fed are given by A to R, A to Q,
C to o, 0 to 11, N and D to intersection of circle with
lines H 0 and C K, F to H and F to K, K to intersection of lines M E and c T and lines M E and H
aq, H to J, K to G, points D to H and K to N,
K to u, and H to o.
Measures of 75 feet: D to d, N to d, D to /, F to N,
E to M, H to intersection of lines O J and H N,
A to t and to §.
Horizontal measures: M to E 75 feet, L to F 50
feet, Q to R 65 feet, line to sides of angle from verticals of square through p s 55 feet, through o u
80 feet, K to H go feet
Measures of 33 feet: A to F, / to b, c to w, d to /,
b to /, 0 to /, g to R, Q to I, p to t, s to §, I to R,
I to Q, F to v, L to w.
Measures of 15 feet: Q to §, F to /, diagonals of
upper corner quadrangles, I to m, I to k, E to F,
L to M, e to/, R to n, Q to o, Q to L, e to L on line
0 L, and on line G to F, O to y.
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Measures of 12 feet: diagonals of two upper inner
quadrangles, F on diagonals to a and c, cutting line
N D, y to k, a and c to diagonals of large square on
lines AH, H K, m to x.
Measures of 18 feet: a to c, F to b, m to k.
Measures of i6J feet: base of triangle k F m,
diagonals of lower centre quadrangles.
Measures of 11 feet: sides of quadrangles on upper
outer corners of square, and a to d and d to c, and
breadth to lower outer quadrangles.
Many more series of measures and fractions can
be found in the same by examination of the diagram,
which is made to scale.
By the kindness of a friend, I have been supplied
with a tracing of Leonardo da Vinci's problem of
the true proportions for the human figure. This
drawing shows a square intersected by a circle, and
the proportionate measures are marked by lines
drawn across the body and limbs of the figure delineated upon them. By the evolution of the pentacle from these bases, the measuring lines are
found to coincide exactly with this latter figure, the
pentacle having been erased by the artist, as though
its use was intended to be kept secret. The five
angles of this pentacle correspond exactly with
those found in the similar figure disclosed by Liverpool Castle ; but they are differently arranged, the
longest measures being the vertical ones. Inasmuch
as the castle pentacle contains two right angles,
which are needful for architectural construction,
and Leonardo da Vinci's has no right angle, there
can be little doubt that each figure was adapted to
its own purpose by intentional variation.
SOME OF THE SIMULTANEOUS MEASURES
GIVEN BY THE PENTACLE.
POSITION I.

The point A and the point K, being laid on the
inner side of the west towers at the inner flanking
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windows, measures from inner face to inner face of
the two towers. The line between points A and H
measures, at the same time, the centre of the east
side of the well-house. The line HI measures from
that point at junction of porch to east face of the hall.
The line from I to K measures and indicates the
diagonal of half the hall. The line D to K measures
from the prison tower (south-west) to gorge of
the west gatehouse. Line H to N gives measure of
east wall of well-house to west side of moat. I to
L measures breadth of the hall. A line from A
drawn through I reaches the altar of the chapel.
POSITION 2.
Point N, laid on centre of prison tower, and D, on
outer angle of west square flankingtower of barbican,
on the line through centre of the castle, will
measures that line. A line drawn through A and
I indicates junction of east curtain and south-east
tower at one extremity, and west postern at the other.
Line H to N measures from centre of prison tower
to east side of inner gate passage, indicating in its
course south side of main staircase, doorway to the
ante-chapel, north-east angle of well-house. From
points H to F, and thence to D, the angle gives the
course of the gatehouse wall, from the gate to the
inner curtain, and thence to the square barbican
tower, measuring both. The line F to N measures
from south-west angle of gatehouse to centre of
prison tower. Line A to K indicates, first the north
angle of the kitchen, next the north-east angle of the
hall, then the gate in the inter wall, and ends at
the south curtain. The triangle formed by the line
of the hall and the lines AO 01 measures the width
of the hall porch. A line drawn through D and L
falls on the altar of the chapel. Thus this figure
so placed gives simultaneously fifteen points,
measurements, or directions.
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POSITION 3.

Point A laid on north-west inner angle of gatehouse, and H on south curtain on the centre line of
castle, will measure it, and give at the same time at
the points the gate of the inter wall, and measures
to the centre of south-west wall of the kitchen,
and the head of the stairs to the well-house at angle
L, and the line BK falls on the altar of the chapel.
POSITION 4.
The point A laid on east jamb of barbican gate,
and D on north-east angle of moat. The line AB
defines junction of barbican and round tower, line
BD the angle of the north-east flanking tower, and
the angle of the moat. Point H defines the breadth
of the east moat, line HN gives line of inner wall of
gatehouse, and base of angle NKL gives west
window of gatehouse and jamb of inner gate ;
base of angle LNO gives centre of main gate.
POSITION 5.
When D falls on the centre of the outer barbican
wall, K gives central diagonal of south-east tower,
the gorge of the west gate tower on line DB, and
indicates the direction of the inter flank wall; at NO
(north end) the point N falls on the altar of the
chapel, and measures thence to the centre of the
barbican on line ND. It also marks on line NH
junction of gatehouse and east curtain, inner southeast angle of well-house, gate to inner ward, and
junction of inter wall with chapel.
POSITION 6.

Point A, laid on northern point of central line of
castle on line AI, gives extreme length of castle from
west of keep to east curtain on line DN. DB measures the gatehouse to the west tower gorge and the
remainder of the gatehouse, as well as the edge
and width of platform, and wall from A to B. The
line AK measures to the south side of the porch,
from the north centre of castle, and KD measures
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to the east curtain, and defines its place ; and the
same line produced marks the junction of the prison
tower with the hall. AK also gives the exact angle
of the salient south wall to the keep ; a line through
AI divides the well-house in the centre. Point H
marks the proper angle of the entrance passages,
and indicates where the bakehouse could be most
conveniently situated, on the east wall, clear of the
passage line. A line through LF gives the south
wall of gatehouse. A line from A, through the
intersection of the lower circle in the problem, lies
upon the altar of the chapel.
In this position a very curious measurement is
given off. The quadrangular figure formed by the
lines KL and LN, taking the breadth on the latter
line as that marked by the salient west curtain, the
third side being that curtain, and the fourth a line
from it to point N, is exactly the same measurement
as the hall, taken in the centre of the walls. A
third space, of similar dimensions, is to be found
between the gate-house and the keep, on the north
curtain, and a fourth is contained between the north
inter wall and a line drawn through the centre of
the kitchen.
The foregoing details are based only on the main
lines of the pentacle ; but all the points given upon
the large figure contribute their aid to perfect and
complete the lines, measures, and positions of the
buildings in a manner too intricate to be given in
this short sketch, yet in such an unmistakeable way
that they appear to prove at once their use upon
the plan, and that the diagnosis of the structure
of the pentacle is correctly drawn out.
In this sketch, necessarily imperfect, inasmuch
as the subject is new, I make no claim to have
discovered the initial laws of proportion, nor to
have done more than suggest the lines that appear
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to be worthy of historical and practical research
by those who are able to pursue them with such
success as my own opportunities and age forbid me
to hope to achieve. All I am able to show is, that
studied systems of measurements and form exist in
those buildings in which I have been enabled to
compare and calculate the measurements, and these
systems I have calculated and used mainly in search
for the recovery of their original plans and features
with some degree of success, and with conviction
that, whether the secret of harmonic proportion
has or has not been discovered, it has been diligently sought for so far back as we have any records
of the works and arts of the human race.
NOTE. After Plate I. had left the lithographer's hands,
evidences were discovered of the exact position and size of the
hall porch and of the kitchen, also of certain wooden sheds and
passages connected with them. The measurements of these
give a series of measures of 15 feet in every detail, the kitchen
giving seven dimensions of 15 feet, the porch two, the breadths
and lengths of the sheds being likewise governed by the same
unit. If a pentacle is cut in card, proportioned in the same way
as the figure given, and to the scale of the plan of the Castle
which had to be given on a reduced scale the above measures
and innumerable others will be discovered by applying it to the
plan.

